Brand:

Levi’s®

Markets: 	Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Spain,
Turkey and Ukraine
Type of copy:

brand manifestos, taglines, headlines and TVC scripts

Service:

transcreation and proofreading

MOTHER TONGUE WAS A PERFECT FIT FOR LEVI’S®
Back in 2011, a leading advertising agency in
Amsterdam commissioned us to work on adapting
copy for an exciting new European campaign for
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sensitive way. For example, the English line “No two
Sarahs are alike” uses a common English name to
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communicate that no two women are the same.

However, this could not be translated directly for many
markets because the name “Sarah” isn’t always as
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was impressed by our creativity, diligence and speed
over the 6-month project, and has since partnered
up with us on a number of international advertising
campaigns for other high-profile brands in the fashion
and FMCG industries.

and once this copy has been approved by
BMW (both UK and German offices), we then
brief it to copywriters in other markets as the
basis for adaptations into their languages.
The most important of there are Japanese,
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